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Abstract 
 
We analyze union behavior in a model with membership dynamics and compare the labor 
market outcomes to static union models. Based on empirical findings we modify standard 
models and show that the well-known result that static models overstate distortions caused by 
unions only holds in the special case of firm-level wage setting. If, however, the union is big 
enough to determine employment for the whole sector, it rather depends on both the elasticity 
of labor demand and union’s time preference whether static frameworks overrate or even 
underrate unions’ distortions. 
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1 Introduction

The seminal work on intertemporal union behavior by Jones (1987) and Kidd &
Oswald (1987) (henceforth JKO) states that conventional static models overrate
the distortions caused by unionism. This result stems from the assumption that
unemployed workers leave their union, which makes that union membership de-
pends on employment. Therefore, a union faces an intertemporal optimization
problem and needs to balance the gains from higher wages not only against im-
mediate lower employment but also against the resulting shrinkage of the union.
Hence, in comparison with static models, the union has an extra incentive to keep
up employment.

Considering membership dynamics is important to better understand intertem-
poral union behavior. JKO implicitly make two nontrivial assumptions, though.
First, wage setting takes place at the firm level. This assumption implies a large
number of small unions each of which has a negligible impact on the workers’
outside option. Second, JKO assume that all unemployed workers immediately
leave the union after losing their jobs in the unionized sector.

These assumptions, however, do not necessarily meet the empirical facts. It is
well-known that OECD countries differ in their degree of bargaining centraliza-
tion. While there is decentralized bargaining at the firm level in Canada, Japan,
the United States, and the United Kingdom, we find centralized wage setting
e. g. in Austria, Denmark, and Norway (OECD 2004). Moreover, there is an
intermediate form of wage bargaining at the branch level that is typical for some
continental European countries. The macroeconomic importance of differing de-
grees of bargaining centralization was first highlighted by Calmfors & Driffill
(1988). They postulate that the stage at which wage setting takes place is crucial
for the labor market outcome of union-firm negotiations. The second assumption
rests upon observations that changes in union membership move with changes in
unemployment (Booth 1983, Carruth & Disney 1988). However, recent empirical
evidence shows that a significant fraction of workers stay in the union even after
having lost their union jobs. In countries like Belgium, Denmark, Finland or
Sweden, e. g., 80 % of the unemployed keep organized in unions (Visser 2006).

This paper expands the JKO framework to meet these empirical facts. We con-
struct a general model where we analyze both decentralized and centralized union
behavior. In this latter scenario, a large centralized union takes into account that
employment decisions in the unionized sector directly influence the workers’ out-
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side option. Furthermore, we assume that only a fraction of those workers who
lose their jobs in the unionized sector quit union membership.

Employing these extensions, we find that the results of JKO are not universally
valid. They only apply unconditionally if wage setting takes place decentralized
at the firm level. In an economy with centralized wage setting, however, static
models may even underrate distortions caused by unions. We show that the
employment effects then depend on both the elasticity of labor demand and the
union’s time preference rate.

2 The model

Firms and unions

We consider an economy with a unionized and a competitive sector. There are
γ identical union-firm pairs in the unionized sector. The number of firms in
the competitive sector is normalized to unity. The economy is inhabited by z

identical, risk-neutral workers, each of them inelastically supplying one unit of
labor. For each period t, the number of workers in a union-firm is given by nt.
Workers who are not employed in the unionized sector move to the competitive
sector operating as residual labor market. The respective production functions
of a representative firm in the unionized and the competitive sector are given
by fu(nt) = nα

t and f c(z − γnt) = [z − γnt]
β, with α, β ∈ (0, 1) representing

constant elasticities. The exogenous output price is normalized to one. Firms’
profit maximizing labor demand in the unionized sector follows from the marginal
productivity condition

wt = αnα−1
t . (1)

Since labor supply in the competitive sector is given by the residual workers not
employed in any unionized firm, the competitive wage bt adjusts such that

bt = β[z − γnt]
β−1. (2)

We employ the dynamic formulation of the standard monopoly union model (Mc-
Donald & Solow 1981) proposed by JKO. Utilitarian unions maximize the wage
sum of their members. With mt denoting membership, union’s utility in t is
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described by

ut = nt[wt − bt] +mtbt. (3)

In accordance with JKO, a union does not only care about current but also about
future utility. Union’s objective function is hence the intertemporal notation of
(3):

v =

∫ ∞

0

ute
−rtdt, (4)

with r representing the time preference rate.

Given the assumptions of γ identical firms and unions and z as the total number
of workers in the economy, m̃ ≡ z

γ
denotes the exogenous potential labor force in

each union-firm. Hence, m̃ represents the maximum number of a single union’s
members. To meet the empirical facts discussed above, we consider that some
of the workers not employed in the unionized sector quit their membership, i. e.
mt ≤ m̃. However, while JKO assume that all these workers leave the union, we
instead suggest that only a fraction of them quit their membership. In particular,
we denote the fraction of workers that stick to the union even if losing their jobs
in the unionized sector with σ ∈ [0, 1).1 Accordingly, the evolution in union
membership over time is described as

mt = nt−1 + σ[m̃− nt−1]. (5)

That is, union membership in t results from previous period’s number of employed
workers in the unionized sector (nt−1) plus a fraction σ of the remaining workers
(m̃−nt−1) in the competitive sector. Following JKO, with transition to continuous
time membership dynamics becomes

ṁ = [1− σ]n−m+ σm̃, (6)

where the time index is suppressed for notational reasons.

1To keep the analysis simple we assume σ to be exogenous. Endogenizing union density, as
proposed by Chang & Lai (1997), would not change our results qualitatively.
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Employment determination

Monopoly unions set the wage or employment in the unionized sector consider-
ing the firms’ marginal productivity condition (1), i. e. wage and employment
determination are interchangeable. For ease of comparison with JKO, we set up
the model in terms of employment. We develop a general framework from which
we can derive two different scenarios: First, following JKO, employment deter-
mination takes place at the firm level. As there are many union-firm pairs in
the unionized sector, each small union neglects the consequences of its decision
on wage and employment in the competitive sector. Second, taking into account
the empirical evidence for a sizeable number of countries, we consider centralized
employment determination for the whole unionized sector. In this case, one large
union represents all γ firm-unions. This union explicitly takes into account that
setting a lower employment level in the unionized sector increases labor supply in
the competitive sector which decreases the competitive wage and therefore lowers
its remaining members’ outside option.

Accordingly, both scenarios differ in two respects: (i) the number of firm-unions
included, and (ii) the considered functional relationship between employment in
the unionized sector and the wage in the competitive sector. Hence, we formulate
the union’s general maximization problem:

max
n

∫ ∞

0

φi [n[w − bi(n)] +mbi(n)] e
−rtdt

s. t. w = αnα−1

ṁ = [1− σ]n−m+ σm̃,

(7)

where i = {d, c} denotes the decentralized and the centralized case, respectively.
The different number of unions in (7) is captured by

φi =

 1 if i = d

γ if i = c.

The second difference between decentralized and centralized unions rests upon
their considered influence on the competitive sector. In particular, in the de-
centralized case each firm-union takes the competitive wage as given.2 The cen-

2While the competitive wage is constant from each small union’s viewpoint, it is of course
endogenously determined in equilibrium.
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tralized union, however, explicitly considers the relationship between wages and
employment in both sectors expressed by (2). Hence the centralized union faces
an additional constraint in the optimization problem:

bi(n) =

 b̄ if i = d

β[z − γn]β−1 if i = c.

Let λ be the co-state variable. The present value Hamiltonian for (7) is given by

H = φi

[
n[αnα−1 − bi(n)] +mbi(n)

]
e−rt + λ [[1− σ]n−m+ σm̃] , (8)

and the first order conditions include

Hn = φi

[
α2nα−1 − bi(n) + [m− n]b′i(n)

]
e−rt + λ[1− σ] = 0 (9)

Hm = φibi(n)e
−rt − λ = −λ̇. (10)

Using (9) to eliminate λ and λ̇ in (10), the time path for employment is given by

ṅi =
1 + r

δ

[
α2nα−1 − σ + r

1 + r
bi(n) + [m− n]b′i(n)

]
, (11)

with δ = α2[α− 1]nα−2 − 2b′i(n) + [m− n]b′′i (n). In the steady state, ṅ = 0 holds.
The corresponding equilibrium employment is therefore implicitly represented by

ni =

[
σ + r

1 + r

bi(n)

α2
− (mi − ni)b

′
i(ni)

α2

] 1
α−1

. (12)

We can now derive equilibrium employment with decentralized unions as a special
case of (12). Considering b′d(n) = 0 from each union’s viewpoint if employment
is determined on the firm level, we end up in a result very similar to JKO:

nd =

[
σ + r

1 + r

bd
α2

] 1
α−1

. (13)

The equivalent static solution, which can be derived by maximizing (3) and ig-

noring membership dynamics, is given by nstat
d =

[
bstatd

α2

] 1
α−1 . Compared to (13),

where the mark-up σ+r
1+r

< 1 applies, it is easy to see that employment is higher
in the dynamic case. Hence, with decentralized unions JKO’s finding that static
models overrate the distortions caused by unionism also holds in our more general
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case with 0 ≤ σ < 1.

Analyzing a centralized union representing all firm-unions, however, we have to
take into account the competitive wage as a function of unionized employment.
A change in this wage due to a change in unionized employment is expressed by
the derivative of (2):

b′c(n) = γβ[1− β][z − γn]β−2 > 0. (14)

Since in long-run equilibrium also ṁ = 0 holds, we find from (6) that m − n =

σ[m̃ − n]. Inserting into (12) and using m̃ ≡ z
γ

together with (14) allows to
calculate employment set by a centralized union:

nc =

[[
σ + r

1 + r
+ σ[β − 1]

]
bc
α2

] 1
α−1

. (15)

Because of the additional mark-up σ[β−1] < 0, comparing (15) with (13) reveals
that employment is higher with a centralized union than with firm-level unions.

A second, more important result is found comparing static and dynamic optimiza-
tion results. While JKO clearly state that (decentralized) unions maximizing an
intertemporal utility function set higher employment, we find that centralized em-
ployment setting yields ambiguous results. Dittrich (2008) shows that a central

union’s static utility maximization yields nstat
c =

[
β bstatc

α2

] 1
α−1 . Comparing with

(15) shows that intertemporal union behavior yields higher employment only if

β >
r

1 + r
. (16)

Hence, if the measure of the labor demand elasticity β is low enough compared to
the union’s time preference rate r, conventional static models may even underrate
the distortions caused by unions.

Discussion of the results

Finally, we want to briefly comment on the basic intuition behind our main
results. For ease of comparison, Table 1 summarizes the respective mark-ups
using employment set by a decentralized union in the static case, nstat

d =
[

b
α2

] 1
α−1 ,

as benchmark.

The first and most obvious result is that employment is higher in the dynamic
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Static Dynamic

Decentralized 1
[
σ+r
1+r

] 1
α−1

Centralized β
1

α−1

[
σ+r
1+r + σ[β − 1]

] 1
α−1

Table 1: Employment mark-ups compared to benchmark.

than in the static scenario if there are decentralized unions. This result is driven
by the “intertemporal” mark-up σ+r

1+r
< 1, if unions consider membership dy-

namics. As (13) shows, unionized employment is the higher the lower the time
preference rate r, i. e. the more painful future membership losses are considered.
The static framework, on the contrary, might be represented by r 7→ ∞. There-
fore, (13) replicates the result derived by JKO that static models overstate the
distortions caused by unions.

However, the picture is less clear for a centralized union which takes the effect on
its members’ outside option into account. The union’s influence on the competi-
tive wage depends on the elasticity of labor demand there which is determined by
β. If β is small, i.e. if labor demand in the competitive sector is rather inelastic, a
relatively small decrease in competitive employment, induced by a small increase
in unionized employment, yields a relatively large increase in the competitive
wage. Since a union in the static framework takes this effect into account, there
is an incentive to set a higher employment level the lower is β. As seen in Table
1, β represents the static “centralization” mark-up.

In the dynamic scenario, employment is driven by both the intertemporal as well
as a centralization mark-up. The intertemporal mark-up σ+r

1+r
is the same as in the

decentralized framework: the more the union values future losses in membership,
the more it is willing to prevent these losses by setting higher employment. The
centralization mark-up σ[β− 1], however, differs from the static case since it now
depends on the fraction of workers leaving the union. In general it holds that
the more workers leave the union, the less the union cares about the competitive
sector. Hence, for any given σ < 1, the centralization mark-up is less effective in
the dynamic than in the static scenario.

A consolidated view indicates that, on the one hand, the intertemporal mark-
up results in higher employment in the dynamic framework. The lower r, the
higher is employment set by the union. On the other hand, the centralization
mark-up is more effective in the static framework. Hence, unionized employment
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will already be rather high, depending on β, in the static framework. Obviously,
if there is centralized employment setting, a static model overstates distortions
caused by unionism only if β is large and/or r is low enough. Otherwise, if r is
high enough, the union’s loss from membership quits takes place in the less valued
future. Today’s wage gain in the union sector resulting from lower employment
might then be higher. Altogether, the main reason why the findings of JKO do
not unconditionally apply in a centralized framework stems from the different
centralization mark-ups in the static and the intertemporal framework.

3 Conclusion

The note provides some new insights in the discussion on labor market distortions
caused by unionism. Adjusting the JKO framework to better meet empirical ev-
idence, we show that their findings might also hold if only a part of workers that
lose their jobs leave the union. However, this is unconditionally valid only if em-
ployment determination takes place at the firm level. Otherwise, in an economy
with centralized employment setting, static models may even understate distor-
tions caused by unions. The employment effects there depend on the relationship
between the elasticity of labor demand and the time preference rate.
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